Efficient hybrid evolutionary optimization of interatomic potential models.
The lack of adequately predictive atomistic empirical models precludes meaningful simulations for many materials systems. We describe advances in the development of a hybrid, population based optimization strategy intended for the automated development of material specific interatomic potentials. We compare two strategies for parallel genetic programming and show that the Hierarchical Fair Competition algorithm produces better results in terms of transferability, despite a lower training set accuracy. We evaluate the use of hybrid local search and several fitness models using system energies and/or particle forces. We demonstrate a drastic reduction in the computation time with the use of a correlation-based fitness statistic. We show that the problem difficulty increases with the number of atoms present in the systems used for model development and demonstrate that vectorization can help to address this issue. Finally, we show that with the use of this method, we are able to "rediscover" the exact model for simple known two- and three-body interatomic potentials using only the system energies and particle forces from the supplied atomic configurations.